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Come in your favorite costume for a trick or a treat!

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 26, 2019
6:00 p.m.

BLUE DIAMOND DJ
Games Dinner

Open Bar

The Crown of India Banquet Hall
660 Plainsboro Rd, Plainsboro Township, NJ 08536

$30 (over 18 years)

$18 (under 18 years)

Kids 4 & under Free

Costume Contest with Prizes!
For more information contact Committee@goanj.com or call 609.395.8428.
Book your tickets online at www.goanj.com or
mail your checks to GOANJ P.O. Box 335, Cranbury NJ 08512 by October 16th, 2019
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Who’s Who

Association Corner
My Dear Friends,

Mary Viegas

Editor & Designer

Dianne Nunes
Assistant Editor

Rui Gomes
Website Coordinator

Executive Committee

Let me start off by congratulating and welcoming our
newly elected Executive Committee. I'm sure their
leadership, guidance and commitment to the Goan
cause will enhance our team.
I hope you all had fun at our Summer picnic. Besides
games, delicious food, and foot tapping music, we also had our Goan youth
display their talent in a talent contest. Suffice to say the GOANJ future is bright.
The falling leaves and cool breeze remind us that Halloween is not too far away.
In less than a month on Oct 26th, we will have our much awaited Halloween dance
at The Crown of India Banquet Hall in Plainsboro. Besides an open bar and buffet,
we will also have DJ music and a surprise!! all for a very reasonable price. We
will unwrap that surprise for you, a few weeks ahead of the event.
Also, circle your calendar for our premier event of the year - the Christmas Ball!
It's on Saturday, Dec 14th, at Royal Albert Hall in Fords, NJ. As always, we will
have a live band in attendance, open bar, and food with a Goan touch. Our
Christmas Ball has always been a sold-out event. We request you to buy your
tickets early and avail of the early bird special. Look out for the flyer for more
details.
On our spiritual calendar, please set aside Saturday, October 19, for a family
Retreat by Father Charles Kreig that is (offered free of charge) hosted by the
parishioners of Our Lady of Lourdes Church, in Milltown, NJ and open to the
GOANJ community.

Marvin Fernandes
President

Louella Menezes
Vice President

Wilma Martins
Secretary

Allan D’Guerra
Treasurer

Cleta Lobo

This is YOUR association, and as always, we are looking for member feedback to
enhance our events. Our hope is to build a GOANJ community that will keep our
Goan culture alive. Please sound off with new ideas! GOANJ is always looking
for fresh ideas, new talent and most of all - your participation. In case you want to
attend one of our planning committee meetings, please send us a note at
committee@goanj.com. We will work on the logistics, and send you the date and
place of our next meeting, and you can see the planning committee in action, and
even participate in some of the decisions for that meeting.
At GOANJ we want to try and help any GOANJ community member in need, if
possible, and to that effect we are planning on maintaining a voluntary directory of
professionals in their respective field; should anyone in that area need some
guidance or assistance. We will always check with you before giving out your
details. If you are interested, please send us your details to committee@goanj.com.
We want to again reiterate that your details will be private, and given out only
after your confirmation.
Lastly, I would be remiss if I don't thank the members of the planning committee
who work tirelessly to make all our events possible.
Thank you all, as always for supporting and attending our GOANJ events. We
look forward to seeing you all at our Halloween dance.
Mog Asu,

Membership Coordinator

Goan Association of New Jersey, Inc.
Website: www.goanj.com
Email: committee@goanj.com
All rights reserved.

Marvin Fernandes
President
Goan Association of New Jersey, Inc
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Faith-based Family ‘Tribe’ of Levi
Summer Gathering among Friends...
By Naia Gomes

On the 18th of August, the Levi tribe of about 30 people, met up for a prayer meeting at Mario and
Queency Paes’ beautiful home in Marlton, NJ. Since it was the Feast of the Assumption on the 15 th of
August, Wilma Martins and Michelle Vital chose that as our prayer theme. The Feast of the Assumption is
the day we celebrate Mother Mary’s assumption into heaven.
Wilma led the prayer meeting with a quick summary of what we
would be doing. Frederica Quiterio led the Rosary. The moms, dads, and
kids took turns praying the decades of the rosary followed by a hymn.
Felicia read a passage from the Bible. Before a fun game of tic-tac-toe for
the kids, Wilma read the story of Mother Mary. During the game of tictac-toe, each team was asked a question and whichever team got the
answer correct got to put either an X or an O for their team. The boys won
the first round and the girls won the second round.
After our game of tic-tactoe, we attacked all of the
lovely food. We had Goan, Indian, Chinese and American
food; pani puri, puff pastry, vegetable cutlets, sandwiches,
samosas, bebinca, etc. We played a few games of foosball
and after that, all of the kids flew upstairs to get ready to go
to a nearby park. Once all of us were at the park, we jumped
on swings, slammed volleyballs around, and dunked
basketballs. Some moms found a tree filled with caterpillars
that would grow into beautiful butterflies.
After about an hour or so everyone went back to the house to get ice
cream. Mario and Queency gave each family a lovely rosary from Rome and a
picture frame from Goa. It was a fun filled afternoon. It was an opportunity to
pray, eat and play; a time to meet friends, who are almost like family. After
leaving our beautiful prayer meeting, my parents let me have a sleepover at my
friend, Nyomi’s house :)
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A recent Tribe of Judah gathering in September filled with
prayer, lively discussion, music and great company!

We Congratulate you on your
Milestones!
Hope everyone had a wonderful summer and is ready
for all the fall activities coming soon!
Please send us your milestones - birth
announcements, weddings, special anniversaries,
graduations, awards…….We want to include this very
special news! We welcome you to send us a photo
along with a sentence or two of your special
milestone and we can include it in the Goan
Connection. After all - this is YOUR newsletter!
We will be thrilled to receive your news at
commitee@goanj.com. Thank you!!!
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Gabriel Gomes
on his First Holy Communion
May 11, 2019

Melissa Vital
confirmed at Holy Eucharist
Church, Cherry Hill, NJ
April 2, 2019
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A Night at the Tiatr!
By
Stella Rodrigues
No Goan occasion can be without its core staples: good food, good music and great
company...and this occasion did not disappoint! Bhurgim Kiteak Somzanant started with
delectable morsels to make the tongue water such as choriz
pao to fresh Goan chorizos and pickles. After the tasty fare
we were ready to travel down memory lane with the oh so
nostalgic sights and sounds of the familiar Goan tiatr. No
sooner when the orchestra started playing were you
transported right back to the familiar music played at the
church feast in Goa. The live orchestra did a fantastic job as
did the singers who belted out lovely melodies one after the
other. The toe tapping music would surely warm your heart.
The trip down memory lane was
sentimental and also filled with such
fun.
Themes recurring in the play focused
on the universal challenges that
parents face in today’s world. It
certainly hit on a note for those
throughout all walks of life and
culture.
One cannot forget the signature
staple of a good Goan event...the
unique Goan humour which happened to be this writer’s favorite part of
the tiatr. The comedy skits were enjoyed by the entire theater, apparent from the fields of
laughter from young and old alike. Even those who didn’t understand a word of Konkani, such as
my granddaughter who was also present, were doubled over from bouts
of laughter.
Given the traveling and extensive preparation, the troupe performed
flawlessly with much zeal and gusto. It is their
love for Goa that truly emanates from their
performance.
I consider myself lucky to have been a part of
this experience and strongly encourage my
fellow Goankars to support the organizers and
troupes like these who put their heart and soul into not only rekindling
the Goan spark in us all but also spreading culture to our future
generations.
This writer gives this tiatr a 5 coconut rating! We all look forward to more of
the same fare! Dev borem korum!
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We visited Cannes, which is a city in
the south of France. It is known for the
Cannes Film Festival. I will remember
it for the super cars and my favorite car
was the Bugatti.
Gabriel Gomes; 8 years

A cruise for PopPop Chris Nunes and daughter
Tara DeBellis along with grandsons Tyler and
Brady, sailed the Caribbean! However the
hurricane diverted them to other islands and
‘stranded’ them for three extra (fun) days!!
Tyler and Brady DeBellis

Our best friends, Eric and Eva, from Tampa,
FL spent three days with us. We visited a few
places including Philly, Princeton, Delaware,
and Havre De Grace. My favorite part was
when my other best friend, Nyomi came over
and all 5 of us wrote, directed, and acted out a
very funny play.
Naia Gomes; 11 years
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Our family and our Grammie Dianne Nunes drove 1350 miles from Paris to South of
France. Paris was our first stop, we took an evening bus tour of the lively city highlights.
We stayed in Aix-en-Provence a beautiful university city, home to famous painter Paul
Cézanne where we did a week long sports camp and made a few friends. We were the only
non-French children in the camp, so our French got a good workout! However, we speak the
language everyday at home so fine tuning it was so much fun!Some other places we visited
were Bellenaves and stayed in a 14th century restored castle. A stop in Tours had us
visit Institut de Touraine where my Dad did a study abroad program. All in all an
exciting French adventure!
Adrienne and Riley; Ages 10 and 8

This summer break we flew across the oceans, to an island: Singapore. There were so many
tourist attractions! We saw the Merlion, Sentosa, Gardens by the Bay, and the Botanical
Gardens, to name a few. We ate a lot at the famous Hawker Centers. We also went to
Thailand and Indonesia while we were there. I got to celebrate my 11th birthday in Phuket.
It was very fun, and by far my favorite vacation.
Nikhil Mascarenhas; 11 years
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My 2019 summer would be basically: Sleep, eat, Netflix, Repeat; or so I thought. Every year
my family would do something that would make us explore, like last year we went on a cruise
to Cuba and Mexico, but this year we took a
bigger leap. Way back in the winter of 2018 my
Mom gave my Dad a great idea, that we should
do a road trip to Europe, like rent a car and drive
around various cities in Europe. Aaron and I were
so excited for only two reasons, we would get to
see our cousin Shawn, who would join us on the
trip, and we got to go outside The States. Yes, my
cousin and his family joined us on the trip. As the
summer was around the corner, I was excited
about all the places we would go. My Dad
literally prepared a “book” on where we would
go, and what we would do those 17 days, it was amazing! We would be renting a car and
going from Italy to Slovenia and then to Austria, and next Germany, Liechtenstein,
Switzerland and many more places. At each place we stayed one to two nights and explore the
cities. We had an amazing adventure from seeing a
castle in Germany to seeing the setting of one of the
world’s greatest movies, The Sound Of Music, in
Salzburg Austria.
While all the places were wonderful, my highlight of
the trip was we got a Papal audience in Rome. The
holy father put his hand over my little 18 month
cousin and blessed her. He also shook my hand as he
walked through the crowd. Then he blessed everyone.
It’s something to remember.
The funniest part of the trip was on one day, while
travelling in my cousin’s car, we lost my parents. I was in a different car with my aunt, uncle
and baby cousin Hailey, I fell asleep in the car so I did not know what happened, but when I
woke up my aunt told me that we took a wrong turn and lost our parents. Right now you may
be thinking why don't you just call them, well my
uncle’s phone did not seem to have data service in
Switzerland. So my aunt thought let’s find a place
with free wifi, I turned my phone on and found
free wifi at a hotel, I called my Dad and the
second I called, he knew that Find My iPhone
would be working and he tracked us down. Soon
we were all back together again and we made it to
our destination. So that is my summer in a
nutshell. I had a great time with my family and
learned a lot about Europe and its
cultures. Looking forward to my next adventure.

-Chelsea Fernandes-
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Planting your Garden
Plant three rows of peas:
1. Peace of mind
2. Peace of heart
3. Peace of soul
Plant four rows of squash:
1. Squash gossip
2. Squash indifference
3. Squash grumbling
4. Squash selfishness
Plant four rows of lettuce:
1. Lettuce be faithful
2. Lettuce be kind
3. Lettuce be patient
4. Lettuce really love one another
No garden is complete without turnips:
1. Turnip for meetings
2. Turnip for service
3. Turnip to help one another
To conclude our garden we must have thyme:
1. Thyme for each other
2. Thyme for family
3. Thyme for friends
Water freely with patience and cultivate with love.
There is much fruit in our garden because you reap what you
sow!
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Time to get those sweat bands out and start working out that funny
bone! Do you have a good caption for Mr. Poder in the picture!
Top 3 entries will win a prize!
Winners to be announced at the Christmas Ball!
Email your entries to: committee@goanj.com
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Put a damp paper or kitchen towel
under your cutting board.
That way, your board won’t slip
around as you chop.

Always keep lemons in the fridge.
They’ll keep longer that way, so you’ll always be
able to add fresh lemon juice to everything from
dressings to cocktails. Plus, you can use the
squeezed rinds to clean and deodorize your wooden
cutting boards.
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Mavis DaCruz
On Sunday May 26 some members of GOANJ had the opportunity to do a day of service at
Mother Theresa’s Soup Kitchen in Newark. Every family (there were about five families)
brought in a large pan of pasta and meat sauce. GOANJ donated the salad and the
lemonade. We arrived at the place at about 8:30 am and almost immediately got to work
helping sister (in charge of the kitchen) with making the salad, cutting the bread and the
fruit that would be served later.
There was an 8:45am Mass which we attended and it was really beautiful with a lovely
children’s choir. After Mass we came back to the kitchen/dining room where about 70 men
and women were waiting to come in for a nice tasty home cooked meal. However, before
lunch was served one of the volunteers, John, read the Gospel for the day; John 14:23-29
and did a little prayer service. It was amazing to see all present listening attentively to
John speaking to them about God’s infinite love for us and that He cares deeply for each one
of us.
Lunch consisted of Salad, Pasta and Sauce, warm toasted Bread and Dessert. There was
plenty of food with seconds for anyone who wanted more. All of the guests were very happy
and grateful; there were so many smiles and “Thank you’s”.
After everyone had finished lunch, all the volunteers helped with the clean up. There were
tons of dishes to wash and dry; the floors to be swept and swabbed but it was all done with
a smile. It was a great experience and it did make us all very grateful for what we have. For
those members of GOANJ who have never been to a soup kitchen I would encourage you to
go to one. It is very rewarding and well worth the time. As Jesus has said “For whatever
you did to one of these least brothers of mine, you did it to me”. Matt 25: 31-46

Halloween Dance
October 26, 2019

Christmas Ball
December 14, 2019
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Christopher Nunes

In February 2019, my son Ryan and I visited St. Xavier’s Academy, the school for the
differentially abled in Old Goa. Some of the students have mental and physical disabilities, are deaf and
a few have behavior outbursts, making it a challenge for the Nuns, teachers and assistants. We met Sister
Monica, headmistress of St. Xavier’s Academy who took us around and showed us what was done with
the GOANJ funds that were provided in the past. She requested additional help in replacing two
TV’s; one for the girls and one for the boys that were not functioning and in disrepair. The TV’s help in
calming the disruptive students and are primarily used for watching educational programs.

Sister Monica and Fr. Maverick
Fernandes, Director of Caritas-Goa,
requested financial help in upgrading the
chapel which involves replacement of
the asbestos cement roof sheets with
galvanized sheets along with the roof
support structure, installing a false ceiling
as a sound barrier and for reducing the
temperature inside, and painting the
walls.
The Government wants the
asbestos roof sheets to be replaced, but
due to lack of funds the replacement has
been delayed.
This upgrading costs
$15,600.
Out of the funds previously raised for the school, we were able to purchase the two TV’s. At the past
picnic in June we were able to raise $1,257 towards upgrading the chapel. Following the
picnic, individual members donated $1,700 towards the chapel upgrade. So the total amount currently
available is $4,707 which is $10,893 short of these much needed funds. We are appealing to individual
members for support. Their tax deductible donations will enhance the place of worship. Many employers
match employee donations and that is an easy way to get support from employers. GOANJ would
appreciate very much whatever individual members can donate. You can donate to Goan Association of
New Jersey and mail the check to Goan Association of New Jersey, Inc., P.O. Box 335, Cranbury, NJ
08512. Every little bit helps and please avail of the opportunity of matching donation by your employer.
Thank you for blessing the efforts of all those at SXA making a positive difference in the lives of these
precious children.

PRAYER TEAM
The Prayer Team continues to provide powerful intercession on behalf of those who are
suffering for a variety of reasons. Our faithful prayer members are a great source of
comfort to those in need. If you wish to have this wonderful group intercede on your
behalf, or if you wish to be a part of this prayerful team, please don’t hesitate to contact
Dianne Nunes dianneenunes@gmail.com
Wilma Martins vlfm@hotmail.com
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A Goan farmer walking through his field notices a fellow
drinking water straight from the pond with one hand.
The Goan shouts, “Arre baba, tem udaak pienaka. Tantun
gorvan ani dukor hagtat!”, which means, 'Don't drink the
water; the cows and the pigs poop in it!”
The man shouts back, “I don't understand your gibberish.
Speak English, you idiot!”
The Goan shouts back in English, “Use both hands, you'll
get more!”
The angel Gabriel came to the Lord and said “I have to talk to you. We
have some Goencars up here in Heaven and they are causing
problems. They’re swinging on the pearly gates, my horn is missing,
they are wearing kashtis and saris instead of their white robes, they
are riding Mercedes and BMW’s instead of the chariots, and they’re
selling their halos to people for discount prices. They refuse to keep
the stairway to Heaven clear, since they keep crouching down midway
eating Sannas and Sorpotel. Some of them are even walking around
with just one wing!”
The Lord said, “Goans are Goans. Heaven is home to all my children.
If you want to know about real problems, give Satan a call.”
Satan answered the phone, “Hello? Damn, hold on a minute..” Satan
returned to the phone, “OK I’m back. What can I do for you?”
Gabriel replied, “I just wanted to know what kind of problems you’re having down there.”
Satan says, “Hold on again. I need to check on something.”
After about 5 minutes Satan returns to the phone and said, “I’m back. Now what was the
question?”
Gabriel said, “What kind of problems are you having down there?”
Satan says, “Man I don’t believe this………Hold on.” This time Satan was gone at least
15 minutes.
He returned and said, “I’m sorry Gabriel, I can’t talk right now. These Goans from the
Gulf down here have put out the fire in hell and are trying to install air conditioning!!! “

Looking to Grow Your Business?
If you are looking to launch a new business or grow an existing business, consider advertising in the
Goan Connection. Reach a highly educated and culturally sensitive audience in New Jersey, New York,
Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland and beyond. Send the content of your advertisement in a Word
document to committee@goanj.com.
Our yearly rates (for 4 inserts spread over 4 issues) are as follows:
2inch, 1 column
$20.00
1/3 page
$125.00
1/2 page
$150.00
Full page
$250.00
For more information, please call Felix Menezes at 732-939 2916.
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